
Benefits of Optum  
Cloud Services:

• Provides unique (fully 
automated) PHI/PII/
PCI protected cloud 
environment  

• Supports, secures and 
scales your cloud journey

• Leverages public cloud for 
enterprise back-up and  
disaster recovery

Cloud Services

Speed time to value with 
public and hybrid cloud

1. Optum in-depth interviews.

Optum provides health care-safe, modern infrastructure and platform 
services that deliver agility, growth and innovation. Clients can leverage 
all facets of one of the industry’s most comprehensive cloud-based 
solutions designed exclusively for health care. Our cloud services 
encompass the following offerings:

• Cloud readiness assessment: Review application portfolio and 
infrastructure for cloud migration opportunities

• Application migration: Modernize and accelerate application  
migration and workloads to the cloud

• Disaster recovery: Leverage public cloud for enterprise back-up  
and disaster recovery

• Security assessment: HITRUST-based assessment for cyber 
 readiness and posture 

• Cloud Managed Services for your public cloud instance:  
Configuration, administration, tuning and maintenance of cloud 
infrastructure and platform services

• OptumCloud Services: Management of all cloud resources and 
infrastructures, including monitoring, security controls and  
automated deployments of infrastructures in a PHI/PII/PCI  
protected environment

63% 
of health systems currently 
run less than 25% of 
workloads in a public cloud1

Accelerate the transition and maximize your  
operations with public and hybrid cloud. 



John Muir Health’s (JMH) goal is to modernize and optimize its 
information technology services by using the cloud as a central driver  
 in delivering on its promise to its patients.

JMH evaluated its applications and moved workloads, back-ups and 
disaster recovery to the cloud. 

JMH is leveraging OptumCloud for the back-up of EHR data and modules 
and deploying cloud-based technology to support critical applications. 

“Digital transformation is so much more than the latest — or shiniest — 
technology. It’s really about enablement. The cloud is a key driver, and 
it supports our journey to create meaningful patient experiences by 
leveraging the power of technology to deliver better outcomes.”

“We value that OptumCloud is very secure. It also reduces downtime which 
is critical in our business.”

Deedee Francisco, Optum Vice President of IT (Lead IT Support for JMH)

The cloud drives enablement 

To digitally transform health care, Optum  
IT Performance as a Service (ITPaaS)   
helps organizations:
• Power cloud transformation

• Improve their security posture 

• Accelerate application development and technology modernization 

• Optimize and manage infrastructure and core systems 

The “as a Service” consumption model delivers health care-specialized, 
scalable services in four areas: cloud, security, application development 
and applications management.

As a health care leader, we drive innovation and our own business 
by ongoing, substantial investments in technology and continued 
optimization of critical processes. Our ITPaaS offering extends these 
same capabilities to you.

1. Optum in-depth interviews.
2. Frost & Sullivan, Hybrid and Mulitcloud 

Healthcare IT Transformation.

67% 
of leaders of health care 
organizations identify ‘better 
security’ as a major focus of 
Cloud1

82% 
of IT leaders are using either 
public cloud or a hybrid cloud 
approach1

56% 
of providers cite ‘insufficient 
expertise’ as a significant hurdle 
to cloud implementation2
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Learn how Optum IT Performance 
Services can deliver better value and 
outcomes through close alignment  
to your business objectives at  
optum.com/itperformance

Contact us: 
optum.com/contactus

Services used: Optum Cloud, Cloud Managed Services, Cloud Readiness, 
Application Migration, Disaster Recovery

https://www.optum.com/contact-us.html?selectedTab=Industry%20professionals

